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Six Sigma in Logistics 

To use continuous improvement in logistics we can apply Six Sigma. Six Sigma is a continuous improvement 

methodology in 5 steps (Define – Measure – Analyze – Improve – Control) which can help can to improve 

logistics activities. Examples of measurable indicators  in logistics can be: 

delivery time (t); downtime (Tm); the volume of interphase stocks (S), the 

number of logistics errors that caused stops in production (n) or 

percentage of use of the time available (% F), etc. 

Here is an example of successfully using Six Sigma: “Reducing stopping 

lines time caused by logistical problems”. The key indicator which give the 

performance of the process is Y% - the percentage of stops caused by logistics errors reported to total 

available (Td). This indicator should be as small as possible and it is critical for customer satisfaction 

(delivery time) and for cost reduction in the same time. 

In Define is identify and study the process and select the team that will work on the project. Specific tools 

of this phase can be: Map process and collecting the Voice of the Customer. 

Data are collecting and measure downtime (Tm), then calculate the ratio % Y = Tm / Td * 100 and their 

variation in time and the parameters that would influence it, x-s 

(Measure phase). Identifying of x can be done by one of the following 

methods: Brainstorming, Cause - Effect Analysis or Ishikawa, 5 Why?, 

IPO. %Y is influenced by: number of production orders per day (C), 

the index of difference between the actual stocks and the stocks in 

the system (i%), downtime cumulated from all lines (Tm), the number 

of people allocated to supply the lines, etc. These parameters are called potential causes. 

In Analyze phase potential causes can become root causes by using more advanced techniques like 

Hypothesis Testing. After finding the root causes, in our example the index of difference between the actual 

stocks and the stocks in the system (i%), it proceeds to identify solutions that implemented would eliminate 

or diminish the negative effects for which it was made the project (Improvement phase). We can use the 

following tools: Brainstorming, DOE (Design Of Experiment), Poka Yoke. Choosing the most efficient or the 

fastest solutions can be done using Prioritization Matrix for example. In our case “Daily register in the 

system (SAP) for material delivered from warehouses (10am at 

the latest for materials delivered from the warehouse in the day 

before)” was the chosen solution. 

In Control phase Quality Management System documents were 

modified accordingly – the procedure “Registration materials 

released from warehouses in SAP Cap 4, frequency of introducing 

in the system”. 

After implementation %Y reduced from 5% % up to 2%, a financial gain/ year of 50000 USD was estimated 

and evaluations from clients increased from grade B to grade A. 
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We invite you to Six Sigma courses organized by Effective Flux to reap the benefits of this methodology. 


